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ABSTRACT

▪ We propose a novel Hierarchical Feature Model (HFM) for multi-target tracking. 

▪ Traditional approaches use local or global hand-crafted features to model the appearance of a target.

▪ In this work, we investigate deep features for modeling the appearance of the targets.

▪ Deep features are sparse coded for computational efficiency and a Bayesian filter is used to track the 

targets.

INTRODUCTION

▪ Multi-target tracking is a classical problem in computer vision. Huge effort is dedicated to this problem from the vision community and many breakthroughs     

have been achieved in the past few years. Nevertheless, it is still an open problem due to a number of challenges. 

▪ Modeling the appearance of a target is one of the fundamental building blocks of tracking pipeline. We explored Google’s architecture of a convolution 

neural network [1] to extract the feature for the target tracking. Moreover, the extracted features are sparse coded for the computational efficiency. 

▪ Bayesian filtering is adopted for target tracking and combinatorial optimization is used for target association.
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METHOD

RESULT

The proposed algorithm is tested on 4 benchmark video 

datasets and results are compared against four state-of-

the-art methods. Standard performance matrices of 

MOTA and MOTP are used for calculating quantitative 

results.   
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Applications:

• Video Surveillance
(Security, crowd management, anomaly detection) 

• Robotics

(Autonomous vehicle, industrial automation)

• CGI & Gaming

(Match moving)

Challenges:

• Occlusions and background clutter

• Light intensity variation

• Complex target shape & articulation

• Unknown number of targets 

(a). For training the dictionary, targets are 

chosen in the first 100 frames of each 

dataset randomly. Selected target’s 

feature vectors are used for dictionary 

learning.

(b). Feature vector of a target is sparse 

coded using the learnt dictionary and OMP 

algorithm. It is compared with all the 

targets in the previous frame and correct 

association is established through Kuhn 

Munkres algorithm. Afterwards, it is used 

as the observation model of the 

corresponding Bayesian filter.


